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Introduction 

"go %eveloGment theory  is best understood as one of the several models that Gortray the 
different levels of develoGment in the ]GGer 'eft ^uadrant in _en Jilber`s All ^uadrants, All 
'evels SA^A'V maG of human ePGerience. It describes the most common stages found in current 
Jestern society. The table below shows that "go %eveloGment Theory covers Greconventional, 
conventional, Gostconventional and early Gost5Gostconventional ways of meaning making in 
Jilber`s comGrehensive model of consciousness. The schematic reGresentation is meant to give 
you a sense of both the fine5tuned differentiations in ego develoGment theory and its overall fit 
within the larger model. %esGite the aGGearance of this diagram, the theory is not to be seen as a 
simGle hierarchy, linear Grogression or a stair5case. This is aust one of the many ways 
develoGmental models can be reGresented and disGlayed. 

Since Torbert`s stages are quite Garallel to ego develoGment stages, they are listed below 
for comGarison and ease of reference. 

 
TA3'" 1. T[" POSITION O/ T[" "#O %"&"'OP)"NT IN JI'3"1`S )O%"' 

K. Wilber 
% of US 
population  Cook-Greuter  

"go %eveloGment Stages 
Torbert 1 
Action logics 

SOUL 
Transcendent PostGostconventional, TransGersonal, "go5transcendent 

Unitive view c1d 6 ]nitive Ironist 

cZd U/6  Construct5aware Alchemist VISION LOGIC 
Postconventional 
Systems view g1Zd 

U  Autonomous 
4/U  Individualist 

Strategist 
Individualist 

MIND 
Conventional 

g7Ud 
4  Conscientious 
3/4 Self5conscious 
3  Conformist 

Achiever 
"PGert/technician 
%iGlomat 

BODY 
Preconventional 

g10d Z/3 S!V Self5defensive 
Z ImGulsive 

OGGortunist 
ImGulsive 
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[uman develoGment can be described in many ways although most theories see it as 
evolving in a sGiral fashion, not lock steG, with movement Gossible in all directions  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
)ost growth in adults is of the horizontal, ePGansion kind. PeoGle learn new skills, new 

methods, new facts, even new ways of organizing knowledge, but their current stage or mental 
model of the world remains the same. "go %eveloGment Theory, on the other hand, describes a 
sequence of how mental models themselves evolve over time. "ach new level contains the 
Grevious ones as subsets. "ach new level is both a new whole logic with its own coherence, and 
i at the same time 55 also a Gart of a larger, more comGleP meaning system.  

)oreover, the "go %eveloGment Theory describes a Gsycho5logical SsicV system with three 
interrelated comGonents. The oGerative comGonent looks at what adults see as the GurGose of 
life, what needs they act uGon, and what ends they are moving towards. The affective comGonent 
deals with emotions and the ePGerience of being in this world. The cognitive comGonent 
addresses the question of how a Gerson thinks about him or herself and the world. It is imGortant 
to understand that each Stage emerges from a synthesis of doing, being and thinking desGite the 
term logic, which may suggest an emGhasis on cognition. 

)etaGhorically sGeaking, the "go %eveloGment Theory S"%TV Grovides us with one Gossible 
account of how individuals navigate the straits of human ePistence by using navigational lore, 
common sense, increasingly comGleP maGs, algorithms, and intuition. 

 
Function EDT, a psycho-logy of human meaning making which addresses 

the following essential questions  
%OIN# 
j coGing 
j needs and ends 
j GurGose 

1. 3ehavioral dimension 
[ow do GeoGle interactk Jhat are the needs they act uGon, and what 
ends do they try to achievek [ow do they coGe and master their 
livesk Jhat function do others Glay in an individual`s lifek  

3"IN#, 
j awareness 
j ePGerience 
j affect 

Z. Affective dimension 
[ow do they feel about thingsk [ow do they deal with affectk Jhat 
is the range of awareness and of their selective GerceGtionk [ow are 
events ePGerienced and Grocessedk Jhat are the Greferred defensesk 

T[IN_IN# 
j conceGtions 
j knowledge 
j interGretation 

3. Cognitive dimension 
[ow does a Gerson thinkk [ow do individuals structure ePGerience, 
how do they ePGlain things, make sense of their ePGeriencek Jhat is 
the logic behind their GersGectives on the self and the worldk  

Up l Transformation, vertical develoGment 
Horizontal ePGansion5transfer at same stage, 

Snew skills more knowledgeV,  
 Jilber calls this mtranslating.n 

Down l temGorary or Germanent regression 
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Table Z. Three main dimensions of each stage 
 

ScV scg 1

 

Knowledge
Notice more Gieces of Guzzle
%iscover Gatterns, rules and laws
Predict, measure and ePGlain
See further ahead and back in time 
_now more and do more

Wisdom
]nderstand more deeGly
1ecognize assumGtions

See whole dynamic system
See within, around and beneath

StriG away illusions
"mGty mind

Socially Grogrammed
Increasing differentiation

Conventional linear reasoning

Self/other5constructed
Increasing integration
Postconventional understanding

Conformist, 3

6, Unitive

5, Autonomous
4/5, Individualist

5/6, Construct-aware

Impulsive, 2

Self-protective, 2/3

Self-conscious, 3/4
Conscientious, 4

 

/I#]1" 1. A'T"1NATIN# STA#"S O/ %I//"1"NTIATION AN% INT"#1ATION 

[uman develoGment in general can be looked at as a Grogression of different ways of 
making sense of reality or different stages. The stages follow each other alternating between 
those that emGhasize, on balance, differentiation over integration and those favoring integration 
over differentiation. This Gattern of differentiation to integration can be observed both overall 
and from stage to stage.  

In the mid5siPties GsychologistsZ first Gostulated that human beings individuate by 
continuously renegotiating the balance between differentiation and integration. Angyal called it 
the innate double trend towards autonomy and homonomy. [e defines homonomy in this way, 
m[omonomy is the wish to be in harmony with a unit one regards as ePtending beyond the 
individual self. The o whole may be reGresented o.by a social unitpfamily, clan, nationpby 
an ideology, or o by a meaningfully ordered universen S1T6U, G. 1UV. Je know this dual need 
better by other names such as differentiation and integrationq seGaration and GarticiGationq 
mastery and relatednessq indeGendence and connectionq or care and austice. The stages of the 
'%/ follow this alternating Gattern throughout.  

Stages with a slashed number on the figure above are stages of differentiation. They 
include the Self5Grotective, Self5conscious, Individualist and Construct5aware stages. "ach time 
someone emerges from a Greviously shared worldview, they are aGt to focus on their differences 
from the Grevious stage. They assert their newly won indeGendence, but also ePGress some 
distress because of the loss of the connection they leave behind. PeoGle at single number stages 
SConformist, Conscientious, Autonomous and ]nitiveV are generally more balanced because they 
are now in harmony with a new community to which they connect in ways that fits their current 
cognitive, emotional and transactional needs. The sequence is from identifying with others who 
are ePternally alike at stage 3 SConformistV, to the like5minded at 4 SConscientiousV, to the like5
GrinciGled at stage U and with the like5sGirited at ]nitive stage 6555where sGirit, is seen as radiant 
in all GeoGle.  
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An overall shift from differentiation to integration also marks the transition from 
conventional to Gostconventional stages. The first two tiers of develoGment constitute a 
movement away from the symbiotic embeddedness of the newborn, or said differently, an overall 
trend of increasing differentiation towards the adult stage of abstract, analytic functioning. This 
develoGment culminates in the Conscientious, scientific ego stage. The Gostconventional stages 
Sfrom Individualist 4/U through ]nitive 6V show an overall trend of assimilation and integration 
towards an ever more conscious sense of belongingness and unity with the ground. 

3y most modern Jestern ePGectations, fully functional adults see and treat reality as 
something GreePistent and ePternal to themselves made uG of Germanent, well5defined obaects 
that can be analyzed, investigated, and controlled for our benefit. This view is based on a 
maPimal seGaration between subaect and obaect, thinker and thought. It eGitomizes the traditional 
scientific frame of mind that is concerned with control, measurement, and Grediction. It also 
reGresents the goal of much of Jestern socialization. )ost adults have little or no insight into 
the basic arbitrariness of defining the obaects and are comGletely unaware that according to 
_oGlowitz rthe Grocess of naming or measuring Gulls that which is named out of reality, which 
itself is not nameable or measurable.n3 They oGerate under the assumGtion that subaect and 
obaect are distinct, and that by analyzing the Garts one can figure out the whole. /rom the 
conventional Jestern GersGective, the acquisition of this scientific, rational mindframe Sor 
formal oGerations in Piaget`s modelV is seen as the goal of socialization and defines what it 
means to be a fully grown adult.  

The following table indicated the distribution of stages in different GoGulations.  
 

Stage/Stage 
535 managers 
& consultants 
in the UK 

4R7 managers 
& supervisors 
in the USA 

4510 USA 
mixed adult 
population 

ImGulsive/ SZq !V 0.4 Z.Z 4.3  

Conformist S!3q 3V 1.7 O.Z 11.3 

Self5conscious S3/4V Z1.1 47.O 36.U 

Conscientious S4V 33.U 34.O ZT.7 

Individualist S4/UV Z3.4 U 11.3 

Autonomous SUV 13.U 1.4 4.T 

Construct5aware U.64 1.U 

s ]nitive 0.T 
c1 

0.U 

Table 3, Comparison of Percentage Stage Distribution in three different Samples 

3elow I first introduce a figurative maGGing of how self5awareness ePGands in a regular 
Gattern from ignorance to mature wisdom through a sequence of increasingly comGleP 
GersGectives on the self and others.  
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Mapping the Expansion of Self-Awareness from Birth to Ego-transcendence  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Con5fused, autisticq 
Greverbal 

1st p. p. 

1st person perspective 
1udimentary, Ghysical self5
labeling, basic dichotomies 

Self5descriGtion in terms of 
own wishesq dichotomous 

thinking, self5serving 

Diplomat, Stage 3 SConformistV 

Several ePternal 
featuresq vital stats, 
membershiG selfq 

rudimentary 
internal statesq  

concrete oGerations 

Infant State, 1 
Symbiotic, "1 Impulsive, Stage 2

Opportunist, Stage 2/3 
SSelf5Grotective, !  

1ule5oriented S!/3Vq not in '%/ 

2nd person perspective 
Single visible ePternal featureq 

3eginning comGarisons 

1 

2 

1 Other 

The Self-conscious Stage 3/4 SExpert) 

1 

3rd p.p. 

2 

3rd person perspective 
Clusters of ePternal attributes, simGle 

traits, beginning introsGectionq beginning 
seGarate self5identityq abstract oGerations. 

The Conscientious Stage 4 (Achiever)  

/uture Past 

3rd p.p. 

1 2 

Expanded 3rd person perspective 
Self as system of roles and clusters of 

traitsq indeGendent self, GrototyGe 
Gersonalityq recent Gast and Gresent, 
linear causality ! /ormal oGerations 
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The Individualist, Stage 4/5   The Autonomous Stage 5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4th p. perspective    4th p. perspective expanded 
 

The Magician, Stage 5/6    The Ironist, Stage 6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5th to nth p. perspective   Global/unitive perspective 
 
 

In the following, the above figurative reGresentations are fleshed out and the 
develoGment of the sequential stages is articulated in some detail using Gredominantly the 
terminology of "go %eveloGment Theory. The descriGtions answer the questions on Gage Z as to 
what is likely to be observed at each stage in terms of comGlePity of action, affect and thought. 

From Impulsive to Unitive: The evolution of stages 

4th p.p. 

past future 
3 

S 

O 

S 

O 
1 2 

S O 

Parents’ past Children’s future 

O

OS

S 

4
4

S1 2 

3 

O 

4 

nth 

5th 

3 

1 2 

 
S 

O 
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Jhat follows is a descriGtion of how each subsequent stage is a whole stage in itself as 
well as a Gart of a larger, more comGleP and integrated way of looking and acting in the world. 
"ach stage has its own stage5sGecific achievements and triumGhs over earlier stages as well as its 
sGecific limitations and vulnerabilities.  

The earliest tier, the Greconventional, is rarely encountered in Grofessional adults as these 
ways of seeing the world are usually traversed in childhood. They reside as memories in our 
subconscious and serve as fallback Gositions in times of ePtreme duress.  

THE PRECONVENTIONAL STAGES  

The first tier actions logics, ImGulsive to Self5Grotective, reGresent a child`s normal 
maturation from birth to about age 1Z as well as stages of marrestedn develoGment in adults. "go 
develoGment theory further distinguishes among stages in this Geriod, but these are not covered 
in the '%/. The earliest stage is given here for comGleteness only because we Gostulate that all 
human beings are born undifferentiated and symbiotically merged with their initial caregivers. 
The toddler or mGotty Gotentaten has already achieved maaor transformations away from the very 
earliest helGless days. The m1ule5orientedn stage between Self5Grotective and Conscientious is 
included here for theoretical reasons as well to show the evolution of one`s increasing caGacity 
for GersGective taking. It is very rarely diagnosed in adults and not included in the stages of the 
'%/. The references for the cognitive stages of develoGment come from Commons s 1ichards, 
1TO4.U 

The presocial or symbiotic stage, Stage 1: 

Perspective on the self, none 
 

 

 

 

In the first stage, infants construct a stable world of obaects for themselves. In doing so, 
they seGarate themselves out as obaects in the world. Constitution of the self and outer reality are 
necessarily correlative and deGend on the use of language. This first stage can be further 
subdivided into a Gresocial or autistic Ghase and a symbiotic Ghase. 'ater adaustment in 
adulthood deGends on the successful solution to the Groblems of these earliest Geriods in life 
including a healthy ego, intellectual, GsychosePual, social and moral develoGment. Strands of 
develoGment later quite distinct are very much undifferentiated at this stage.  

The symbiotic stage is not reGresented in the "go %eveloGment Theory or in the SCTi6 as 
adults at this level of undifferentiation are likely Gre5 or nonverbal and usually institutionalized 
or comGletely deGendent on the care and Grotection of others. They do aGGear in the work world 
as clients and Gatients and their care requires great Gatience and inner strength. If cared for by 
GeoGle at Greconventional stages themselves, their ePGloitative and abusive tendencies may need 
monitoring.   

Cognitive, 1aq nominal actions 
Self, Con5fused, confounded, undifferentiated self 
Other, not distinct, source of survival 
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The Impulsive Stage 2: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This stage describes individuals who show signs of the beginning use of language 
simultaneously with the emerging ego as reflected in such statements as mI wantn and mminen. 
They are concerned with safety and the gratification of basic needs. It is the first stage that is 
measured with the SCTi, and reflects the first person perspective. The inability to grasG fully 
the verbal clues to the instrument is a sign of this stage.  

Children at this stage are governed by their imGulsesq hence this is called the imGulsive 
stage. They assert their growing sense of self by the word mno,n and by ownershiG mmine.n 
)agical ideas Grevail and a sense of unlimited Gower ePists only curbed by Gunishment from 
various sources. These are not related to one`s behavior but Gerceived as random or retaliatory 
and as imminent in things. Other GeoGle are seen as Grimarily a source of need gratification or 
suGGly. #ood GeoGle give to me, mean ones don`t. There is cognitive simGlicity together with 
verbal undifferentiation. The imGulsive individual has an inadequate conceGtion of the 
comGlePities of adult life and of the world and readily aGGears confused, anPious, and 
overwhelmed.  

'anguage Clues, SimGle statements, reGetitions of stem, Gresent tense to Gast tense stimuli, 
unable to understand and resGond to the longer stems such as mcrime and delinquency could be 
halted if on Things are good or bad, clean or dirty, nice or mean. Affects are ePGressed in 
bodily terms rather than as feelings. 1eGetitiveness is the most consGicuous sign of the ImGulsive 
stage. )any Grotocols contain the same or almost the same simGle comGletion to several stems.  

Self-Protective stage 2/37 
This stage is familiar to most of us from watching or dealing with toddlers. /or a time, for 

two5year olds everything becomes a test of wills. Tantrums are the result of a thwarted will as 
well as a reaction to conflicting needs and desires. These behaviors are also common in adults at 
the Self5Grotective stage. They are generally wary of others` intentions and assume the worst. 
"verything to them is a war of wills. 'ife is a zero5sum game. Their mI win, you losen mentality 
inevitably causes friction wherever they go and also hurt feelings, esGecially with others at more 
conventional stages. In turn, others ePGerience Self5Grotective GeoGle often as maniGulative and 
ePGloitative. 

The Self5Grotective stage describes GeoGle who see the world only from the GersGective of 
their own needs and wants. They are as yet incaGable of insight into themselves or others in a 
Gsychological sense. The only way one can get what one wants is by controlling others and 
Grotecting oneself. It is imGortant, however to realize that  Self5Grotective GeoGle are also called 
oGGortunistic because of their self5serving attitude as well as for their nose for oGGortunities and 
their energy to go after what they want without reflection or delay. 

Cognitive, Za Primary actions  
Self, rudimentary, Ghysical self5labeling mme, 

minen 
Differentiation, crude dichotomies 
Other, fulfillment of needs on demand First person perspective 
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The Self-protective or  
Opportunist Stage 2/3 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
O l other / obaect 
Self5Grotective adults are  careful to maintain their essentially fragile selves. The self is not 

yet a seGarate adult self, but one synonymous with one`s will, ideas, wishes. The self may be felt 
as having two sides, an inner real self, and an outer self or ma false facen in order to Grotect 
oneself. If others knew what you wanted, they would have Gower over you. Self5Grotective 
GeoGle need to resist the will of others, to test limits and to assert their own control. 3ecause 
there is a beginning ability to anticiGate reactions in others, this is the first stage with an 
emerging awareness of others as seGarate GeoGle or mobaects.n The Self5Grotective stage thus 
requires the rudiments of conscious social interaction. mIf I understand what others are after, I 
can better maniGulate them to get what I want.n 

Persons at this level often mget into trouble.n Trouble haGGens inadvertently when you 
cross a boundary. Self5Grotective folks try to look out for trouble and to avoid its consequences. 
Jhen they lose a test of will, or oversteG a boundary, they see the cause as outside themselves. 
They get frustrated and tend to show free5flowing anger and hostility. Others are to blame, never 
oneself. Their own anger towards the world is Groaected outward, and others are ePGerienced as 
angry all the time. /or Self5Grotective Gersons, the world is a hostile, dangerous Glace. 1ules are 
recognized, but only followed for immediate advantage or to avoid Gunishment. Cleverness and 
grabbing oGGortunities is necessary for survival. Self5resGect is ePGerienced in relation to the 
amount of control one can achieve in oGGosition to others. Self5Grotective individuals often think 
they are the odd Gerson out. They feel isolated, but do not know how to relate to others 
differently. mIt`s always me against the rest.n This creates a self5GerGetuating dynamic of very 
low trust and hyGer5vigilance.  

Self5Grotective GeoGle have an ePGedient morality. Actions are only bad, if one is caught 
and Gunished. Jhen caught, they are shameless and show little remorse. They do not feel 
resGonsible for failure or trouble they cause because they do not yet understand the connection 
between action and consequences, that is, linear causality. 3laming others for one`s 
shortcomings is a way to Grotect oneself. There is much reliance on luck and magic to Grotect the 
self. Individuals who choose dangerous, but demanding aobs often reGresent the Gositive, daring 
asGects of this stage. Some test Gilots, for instance, are known to carry lucky obaects, and are 
often loners.  

Self5Grotective GeoGle are not well embedded in social networks and do not understand 
subtle human interactions that are not based on Gower. Their relationshiGs with others are 
volatile. /riendshiGs blow uG easily. /eelings are ePternalized and Groaected outward. Je see 
little ePGression or reflection on their own emotions both because of a lack of insight as well as 
for self5Grotection. Showing weakness of any kind is dangerous. mThe more others know about 

Cognitive, Zb GreoGerational actions 
Self, single concrete features, minimal action5based 

self5descriGtion in terms of desire 
Other, comGeting for goods, sGace, dominance, Gower 
Differentiation, 3eginning sense of others as having 

their own wants and will to get.  
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me, the more they can take advantage of me.n Thus, most Self5Grotective individuals tend to 
ePGress general hostility and readiness for fight or flight. Those in sGecific high5risk aobs Stest 
Gilots, Grison guards, firefighters if they may make meaning from the Self5Grotective stage, must 
rely on their buddies to survive and may therefore have mutual Grotection Gacts.  

Cognitive style, Thinking is concrete and dichotomous, based on global, undifferentiated 
audgments, and simGle ideas. Things are only black or white.  

PreoccuGations, /avorite themes are those of domination, gaining control and advantage, or 
by deceiving them. On the other hand, Self5Grotective GeoGle are always fearful that someone 
else is trying to dominate, control or deceive them.  

Internal dimension, Psychology defined as what one does or wants to do now rather than in 
terms of Gsychological states or longer5term goals.  

%ecision5making style, This is your Groblem, not mine. 
Organizational tyGe, Power and coercion. 
%efenses, Self5Grotective adults use blaming and a system of distortion to minimize anPiety 

and maPimize self5esteem. Their defenses or coGing style is immature. /antasy, acting out, 
Groaection are the most common ones. All causality and all5imGortant Gsychological action is 
seen to be Gart of the constantly threatening outside Ssee &aillant`s hierarchy of defense 
mechanismsV.  

%eGression, There must be something wrong if I can`t get what I want. I hate it when I am 
feeling controlled and constrained. Sadness most likely ePGressed in self or other aggression.  

SamGle character, mArchie 3unkern5tyGes. They are self5Grotective, bull5headed and have 
tunnel vision, constantly blowing uG and blaming others for what is haGGening to them. At times 
they have a biting humor that ePGoses others` soft sides. Self5Grotective adults are concerns with 
their concrete little world, often thrilled with bodily asGects and satisfactions. They show 
Greaudiceq Golarize arguments and ePGloit others` weaknesses. 

'anguage clues, "PGerience is described in simGle dichotomies 5 good/bad, right/wrong, 
fun/boring or with concrete, Ghysical words such as in mlife is hard.n Interested in concrete world 
of different mthingsn one owns. They may use Ghysical terms for non5Ghysical conceGts and only 
differentiate among the simGlest feelings such as feeling sick, uGset, ePcited, and mad.  

The Rule-oriented stage, !/3: (subsumed under Diplomat in LDF) 

This stage is included here because it shows the cognitive differentiation from Self5
Grotective thinking to Conscientious deGendence and Grovides a logical link for mental growth. It 
is not included in stages because it is statistically rare as mentioned in endnote t7. 

At this stage GeoGle vacillate between Goints of view. Sometimes they wonder mhow do I 
look to youkn other times mhow do you look to mekn They now recognize ePternal differences 
regarding features or behaviors. Often children entering school are ePGloring this develoGmental 
stage. The 1ule5oriented stage describes adults who are discovering the second person 
perspective and begin to make simGle, ePternal comGarisons and who begin to use concrete 
mental oGerations.  

They become GreoccuGied with finding out the social conventions and rules because of a 
beginning need to be acceGted and liked. One wants to look mright,n acceGtable, therefore the 
emGhasis is on ePternal attractiveness and aGGearance. PeoGle at this stage show more trust since 
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acceGtance and Grotection can be gained by following the rules. The world is ePGerienced as less 
hostile than for Self5Grotective folks. Persons want to be re5sGected which means, mseenn by 
others. 1esGect can now be gained by adhering to grouG norms, not aust by might. One also gives 
resGect to others in the form of Gaying attention to them. PeoGle notice me when I am here. I 
listen to them, they listen to me. Jith the second GersGective, one discovers the Gossibility for 
simGle feedback. One can find out what others think about one. mI can ask my friends what they 
thinkq they will tellq and the world doesn`t collaGseu I can trust them.n The ability to take a 
second Gerson GersGective is a milestone in the develoGment of social interaction. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
"PGlanation 
 
 
 
At this stage, the suGerficial likeness to others is discovered and ePGerienced as comfort. 

One is not aloneu This new feeling is enaoyed in loose associations such as clubs, in which one 
shares similar action interests.  

'anguage clues, 1ule5oriented subaects make simGle factual statements, refer to concrete 
behavior and single features of aGGearance. They are Gassively resGonding to stimuli, trying to 
avoid getting in trouble, but uncertain how to do this. They may feel they have done something 
wrong, but they can`t say how or why. Overall their utterances often lack affect.  

 
THE CONVENTIONAL STAGES 
The Conscientious, Self5conscious and Conscientious stages, stages 3, 3/4, and 4 

resGectively, cover the ego stages of most GeoGle after about the age of 1Z. Je have found that 
roughly O0d of adults GoGulate these three stages with most GeoGle moving from the "PGert to 
the Conscientious stage. In Piagetian terms, stage 3 reGresents functioning at the concrete 
oGerational level, stage 3/4 uses abstract oGerations and stage 4 individuals rely on formal 
oGerations for their meaning making. At the Conscientious stage 4 GeoGle have a linear view of 
reality, obaects are defined as having closed boundaries, causality is seen as linear and variables 
treated as indeGendent. The Conscientious stage 4 is widely considered the adult stage in much 
of Jestern cultureq and society and institutions suGGort and reward its achievement. It is a 
necessary Grecondition for democracy to work since only a citizenry caGable of rational 
deliberation and choice based on Gertinent criteria Snot ePternal features or samenessV can 
safeguard the whole and at the same time allow changes to be reflected in the laws.  

1 

2 

Cognitive, 3a Grimary actions  
Self, single ePternal featuresq 

beginning comGarisons, one 
variable at a time 

Other, Sees me also and notices how 
I am and what I doq beginning 
recognition that if I want 
something from other I have to 
make myself aGGealing. 

2nd person perspective 

the self, the star Sthe center 
of meaning making and 
GersGective taking 

== 
The other / 
or obaect 
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The Conformist Stage 3 (Diplomat) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Conscientious stage 3 describes Gersons with an early adolescent frame of mind. Their 
self5identity is defined by their relationshiG to a grouG. This leads to confused boundaries 
between oneself and the grouG Swhether family, team or nationV. 3eing Gart of this larger entity 
allows one to be Grotected and share in its Gower. The Grice for inclusion is loyalty and 
obedience. Conscientious adults thrive on deGendency and are aGt to feel resGonsible in 
situations where they are not. The more status the grouG has, the more I feel worthy as one of its 
members. The boundaries between self and others are con5fused SsicV and blurred. There is total 
acceGtance of the family and in5grouG Ssuch as Geer grouGs in adolescenceV, and blind reaection 
of deviance and out5grouGs. It`s mthemn against musn now instead of the Self5Grotective Gerson`s 
lonely stance of mmen against mthem,n a theme which included everybody. \ou are either friend 
and aGGrove of us and what we do, or you are our enemy. Ambiguity and ambivalence are not 
registered and cannot be acknowledged as they threaten the very being of a Conformist. 

3ecause of the need to be acceGted, the language is imGersonal, often overly Gositive and 
full of Glatitudes. Conformists are quintessential conformists and do not want to rock the boat, be 
singled out, or take initiatives other than for the benefit of their grouG. Constantly having to keeG 
uG with the neighbors and acquiring material assets and status symbols are imGortant as they 
indicate one`s success and give real satisfaction. 

To be liked one has to have a Gleasing social Gersonality. It is imGortant to be nice, 
Gleasant, good5looking. PeoGle are audged by the way they look. #reat care is taken on neatness, 
outward aGGearance, cleanliness of the house. The self is defined by and generated by the 
ePGectations of those others to whom one mbelongs.n Conformists tend to acceGt norms without 
questioning or insGection. Their cognitive world is divided into simGle categories, and tyGes of 
GeoGle, mostly based on ePternal distinctions. [aving a holiday table aust like seen in a famous 
magazine, or owning a car aust like one`s boss`s might really make a Conformist haGGy.  

Cognitive, 3b concrete oGerations 
Self, several ePternal featuresq vital 

statistics givenq rudimentary 
internal states, negative avoided 
or suGGressed 

Two types of other,  
1V own family, tribe, grouG, nation, 

Grovides identity, values and 
Grotection. 3oundaries between 
self and in5grouG confusedq over5
identified 

ZV every one who is different, or not 
Gart of my grouG belongs to the 
out5grouG Sthreat, them vs. usV 

in 

out 

me 
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Self 

 
mshouldsn 

" introjection5555 
Ideas, commands, swallowed 

without thinking 

Other 
 

ePGectations 

conform to 
ePGectations " self-regard -! aGGroval/acceGtance 

 
Gositive wishes 
negative wishes 

own desires sGlit off, 
5555projection ! 

 
good other Sin5grouGV 
bad other Sout5grouGV 

Conformists are identified with and bound to those with the same tastes, attributes, 
beliefs and ePGectations, and con5fused or threatened by differing demands, GersGectives, 
diversity, and comGlePity. The values of one`s own grouG gets introaected as strong mshoulds,n 
while the values of those who are different are denigrated. One`s negative feelings mI hate youn 
are sGlit off and Groaected outside and then ePGerienced as mthey hate me.n Anger and other 
disagreeable feelings are suGGressed. They rarely reach awareness. 3lind conformism, 
fundamentalism and Greaudice can be ePGressions of this frame of mind. Aggression against self 
SGutting oneself downV and negative affect or disaGGointment are often countered by 
demonstrations of overly Gositive feelings and enthusiasm.  

To summarize, the Conformist does not yet have a self in the sense of a seGarate adult 
identity. Instead, he or she is defined by others. The self5other boundaries are blurry and not yet 
differentiated. Thus, relationshiGs have a msticky, I5need5youn quality.  

ImGulse control, character develoGment, 1ules are now Gartially internalizedq but obeyed 
without question. Shame is a common resGonse for undesired consequences of one`s actions. 
'ife is governed by rules of what can be and cannot be done. Others with differing views are 
morally condemned. SePual and aggressive feelings are denied or suGGressed out of fear of 
reaection and abandonment. 

InterGersonal style, 3ecause Conformists so desGerately want to belong, they will conform 
to the rules and norms of whatever desired grouG, gang, Golitical Garty they belong to. In 
comGanies they are the ones that smooth discontent or inciGient conflict among coworkers and 
make sure that the Glace has a Gleasant atmosGhere. They value being nice and helGful. They see 
relationshiGs in terms of ePGected behaviors Sloyalty, being friendlyV rather than in terms of deeG 
feelings and motives.  

Cognitive style, Conformists are interested in the concrete, visible asGects of ePGerience 
and tend to use suGerlatives and conventional clichvs to describe it. These clichvs, however, are 
taken seriously and not seen as clichvs. 1eferences to inner feelings are stereotyGed and 
Gredictable and aligned with cultural ePGectations.  

Conscious GreoccuGation, Conformists Gut great value on aGGearance, status symbols, 
material Gossessions, reGutation and Grestige. They are concerned with social acceGtance and 
attemGt to adaust to grouG norms. They deeGly care about other`s oGinions and evaluations. 
mJhat do others think about this or that, or about mekn Sense of mshouldsn and moughtsn and 
sense of shame and embarrassment if those shoulds are not fulfilled can be crushing. 
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Internal dimension, 3eing deGendent on others` acceGtance. Conscientious individuals 
worry about what others think and feel at any given moment. In Grotocols they ePGress simGle 
macceGtablen feeling states, sad, haGGy, nervous, uGset, but do not differentiate feelings into 
subtler graduations. 

Problem solving, #enerally, emerging Groblems are denied, or relabeled and white5washed. 
mSome call it a Groblem. If you look at the bright side, it`s not really so bad.n  

Organizational tyGe, Conformists seek acceGtance and Grotection by a larger entity. They 
are most aGt to be drawn into organizations with clearly defined identities and hierarchical 
structures.  

%efenses, Conformists` main coGing moves or defenses are Groaection and introaection. 
They imagine that others think, want, feel what they themselves think, want or feel SGroaectionV 
and then try to fill those imagined needs. They also swallow others` definitions, norms, values 
and oGinions without questioning SintroaectionV. If the boss says so, it must be true.  

Counseling style, Conformists like to give lots of advice! telling others what to do or not 
to do. They also tend to comGare and evaluate others according to their own Greferences.  

Character of deGression, )ost threatening to a Conformist is being disaGGroved by or 
deserted by significant others, reaected by one`s grouG or ePGeriencing disloyalty. Their chief 
anPiety is thus a fear of being mnot5meqn a loss of self as a loss of mme5as5acceGted5by5others.n  

SamGle character, "dith 3unker in All in the /amily takes all kinds of abuse by others, 
Garticularly her sGouse Archie, but she stays with him. She is fluttering and fussing around him, 
always trying to be Gositive, to see the best in everybody and in everything. "dith finds Gleasure 
in taking good care of her loved ones. [owever, the character "dith also disGlays an oGen5
mindedness which is not tyGical of this stage.  

'anguage signs, Short, stereotyGical Ghrases, love of clichvsq ePaggerated Gositive affect, 
most everybody and everything is fun, imGortant, wonderfulq concrete descriGtions and factual 
information.  

The Expert or Technician Stage; stage 3/4 

Stage 3/4 or the Self5conscious stage characterizes GeoGle who are now able to steG back 
and look at themselves as obaects from a distance. They can see themselves as obaect and thus 
start to reflect uGon the self. A conceGtual watershed is crossed when one can take the third 
person perspective. This stage has a distinctly different clinical feel. Individuals begin to be 
caGable of some introsGection and self5understanding. It also means they need to differentiate 
themselves from the immediate family contePt and assert and ePGress their newly discovered 
Gersonhood. The third Gerson GersGective Germits oGerations with abstract obaects and conceGts.  

Individuals are good at seeing alternatives. They can use them with a vengeance 5 offering 
innumerable solutions and Germutations for every Groblem. At stage 3/4 one becomes aware of 
general mtraitsn in others i. e. familiar character Gatterns GeoGle disGlay over time as Gart of the 
new ePGerience of self in linear time. This orientation towards Gatterns in behavior and the 
beginning self5consciousness lead to an interest in sharing more of one`s inner nature. One 
becomes interested in describing  more differentiated traits Slonely, aealous, seriousV, norms 
SfeminineV, and conventional virtues Shonest, GatientV. The focus on likeness at the Conformist 
stage changes to focus on individual differences at the Self5conscious stage 3/4. PeoGle start to 
ePGress their own Gersonhood more often in contrast to others. They also assert more of their 
own needs and wants, which were suGGressed at stage 3 for the sake of being acceGted. 
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The Self-Conscious Stage 3/4 (Expert) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[owever, now they want to be acceGted by others because of their difference. They also 
tend to want to be better than others, stand out from the crowd. The grouG is needed, but one 
stands at its GeriGhery threatening to leave, without ever quite leaving. Stage 3/4 Gersons often 
feel they have mfigured it all out.n They know all the answers. They know what to believe. They 
feel righteous and often Gut others in the wrong SresistanceV. They have high moral standards and 
a strong sense of what should be. They are concerned with fulfilling their resGonsibilities and 
duties. They often disGlay comGulsive and Gerfectionist tendencies. The suGer5ego is very strong. 
Others are evaluated according to one`s own caGabilities and standards. Severe criticism of how 
another thinks is a common form of intellectual aggression at this stage. A sense of suGeriority is 
not very well hidden. This stage is a very resistant and stable. No one can tell a Self5conscious 
Gerson anything they don`t know already or know better. Self5conscious individuals will 
discredit material that does not fit into their scheme by dismissing counter5evidence or belittling 
others. 

 In interGersonal situation the “yes, but” syndrome is very common. One5uGmanshiG 5 that 
is, listening to the other and then adding one`s own oGinion to remain on toG 5 is tyGical. On the 
Glus side, Self5conscious GeoGle are very adeGt at finding new and different solutions, better 
ideas, more Gerfect Grocedures. Adolescents as well as adults at this stage see multiGle 
Gossibilities and alternative solutions. If managed skillfully, their Gositive contributions can be 
considerable. 3ecause their Grocess is additive, GeoGle at this stage cannot yet Grioritize among 
oGtions or synthesize several Gossibilities. They don`t know when good is good enough.  

Jhile Conformists try to suGGress aggression for the sake of acceGtance, it now reemerges. 
Self5conscious individuals often have a hostile sense of humor. 1idiculing others is a common 
sGort. Jhile there is a cognitive caGacity to look inside, one`s defense is to be ultrarational. 
1ather than being followers or bystanders 5 the Greferred roles of the Conformist 5 Self5
conscious Gersons may relish being movers, and initiators. They enaoy oGGositional battles with 
others who defend different Gositions. They live in a world where things are sure and clear, and 
they feel very much entitled to imGose their views on others. Thus they can seem very 
argumentative and oGinionated.. 

3 

1 2

Third person perspective, Self and others 
as seGarate Gersons with unique differences 

Cognition, 4a abstract oGerationsq 
beginning ability to take a 3rd 
Gerson GersGective or to look at 
oneself obaectively 

Self, SeGarate self differentiated from 
othersq sense of sGecialness. 
Identity l clusters of ePternal 
attributes, conventional traits, mself5
consciousn in the sense of readily 
feeling uneasy.  

Other, others too are seen as seGarate 
Gersons who are different from me. 
Need for constant comGarison s 
measuring. %o others measure uG to 
my ideas and standardsk 
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ImGulse control, Self5conscious Gersons have societal shoulds and oughts well internalized. 
Their suGer5egos are strong and not available for insGection. /eelings of shame and guilt for 
transgressions are ePGressed in simGle terms or rationalized away.  

Cognitive style, Self5conscious Gersons are caGable of abstract thought and oGerations, 
including multiGle views, Germutations, and careful comGarison between Gairs of items.  

Internal dimension, mPsychologyn is understood in terms of stable moods and traits of self 
and others. Self5conscious Gersons tend to generate innumerable solutions without being able to 
Grioritize among them. The decision Grocess gets often hung uG. See Perry  S1T6OV on 
multiGlicity. The necessary synthesis and analytical weighing of different solutions develoGs at 
the nePt stage. 

Organizational tyGe, "ngineering tyGes, technocrats, bureaucrats, and a Gercentage of 
Grofessionals of every ilk are at home here. 3eing in charge of oneself and one`s environment is 
chief trait. Self5conscious individuals have a clear5minded, Gragmatic leadershiG style Sbecause 
unencumbered by fundamental questions and comGlePitiesV. m%o what I do.n Self5conscious 
GeoGle are necessary for running the routine affairs of every society and every grouG. They may 
GrosGer esGecially well in today`s highly technological and digitally5coded world.   

Chief defenses, Self5conscious GeoGle intellectualize, rationalize and ePGlain away what 
doesn`t fit their ePGectations or set beliefs. They are rarely lost for an answer or an ePGlanation. 
They often blame the structure, the tools, or the incomGetence of others for what is not working 
as it should.  

Counseling style, As managers and consultants, they are asking many questions and 
accumulate facts. They want to know the causes and ask mwhy did you....k This can readily be 
heard by emGloyees or clients as criticism and blaming. They Groffer advice and share their 
oGinions and interGretations without a sense that they are theirs and not necessarily the clients`. 

)ain anPiety, [aving aust recently discovered their own seGarate Gersonhood, Self5
conscious GeoGle fear losing this sense of uniqueness. They fear being reabsorbed and getting 
drawn back into the fold, into the mass of others. They also fear that if they should oGen 
themselves to others` views, they might lose their current certainty and strong sense of self. This 
fear of incomGleteness and vulnerability is often counteracted by having a strong front.  

'anguage clues, )ore comGleP syntaP. 3eginning qualifications and conditions. Contrast 
is ePGressed in Golar dimensions. Passive interest in causality mI wonder whykn 3eginning 
Gsychological vocabulary and ePGlanations. 3eginning references to the Gassing of time 
msometimes, often.n Consistently resGonds with Gast tense to Gast tense stems. SimGle 
comGarisons mtoo much, not enough, similar to.n )ultiGle oGtions indicated. 

The  Conscientious Stage 4 
The Conscientious stage is the target stage for Jestern culture. Our educational systems 

are intended to Groduce adults with the mental caGacity of the Achiever stage, that is, rationally 
comGetent and indeGendent adults. %emocracy as a form of government is based on the caGacity 
of its indeGendent5thinking voters to make reasoned and informed choices.  

Conscientious GeoGles add linear time Sconsciously thinking of their Gast and future selvesV 
as concern to the third Gerson GersGective. This stage ePGands the meaningful social contePt to 
others within the same society and others with similar ideologies and asGirations. Conscientious 
GeoGles are more likely than Conformists and Self5conscious adults to associate with GeoGle who 
have made choices about their ideals and the kinds of goals they value. They can belong to 
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diverse grouGs at the same time with different agendas and characteristics without feeling torn 
among them or getting confused regarding comGeting loyalties.  

Persons at this stage are interested in reasons, causes, goals, consequences and the effective 
use of time. They are curious what makes themselves and others mtickn in more than a mwhyn 
way. Conscientious GeoGles may also become interested in the truth about themselves through 
feed5back and introsGection. They learn to understand themselves backwards and forwards in 
time, and describe Gast feelings, Gersonal dreams and future goals, although their emGhasis is 
likely more future5oriented.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Conscientious adults generally believe in the perfectibility of humankind and in the 
scientific method to muncovern truth. /ormal oGerations and abstract rationality are at their Geak 
use. PeoGle believe that the GroGer scientific methods of investigation and Grocedures will 
eventually lead to the discovery of how things really are, including human nature. Conscientious 
adults are willing to work towards the betterment of the world according to what they deem as 
good for all. They have more tolerance than Self5conscious Gersons for some delay between 
Gositive action and results, research and findings, questions and answers and are less likely to 
believe that they do not need others to achieve their goals. 

Conscientious adults have internalized societal standards. They are no longer as Groud of 
what they have come uG with as Self5conscious GeoGle and are more aware of how they have 
become and are still in the Grocess of growing. It is with the Conscientious  stage that GeoGle 
have enough of a GersGective on themselves as obaects and on their life as changing to become 
truly introsGective. m%o I live uG to what I believe inkn is a serious concern and Guilt is a central 
emotion. Jhen aggression is turned inside, self5criticism can be severe. Conscientious 
individuals fall Grey to hyGercritical, neurotic self5criticism esGecially easily because their Glans 
and intentions are so single5minded and high5aiming.  

Expanded 3rd person perspective,  
Able to see self and others both backwards 
and forward in time ! Gatterns of behavior 

Realm, Self in society, others with 
similar goals and asGirations 
Time frame, Self as it is StraitsV, self 
as it should be Sgoals, idealsV 
Cognition, 4b, formal oGerationsq 
clear seGaration of subaect and obaect, 
knower and known. 
Preoccupations, 1easons, causes, 
goals, achievement, effectiveness, 
contracts and agreements. 
Positive equilibration, rational, 
analytical determined, conscientious, 
fairq successfulq comGetent with high 
self5esteem 
Truth, Can be found through 
aGGroGriate scientific methods if not 
now ! later. 

Past Future 

Conscientious Stage 4 (Achiever) 
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Jith awareness of time as a linear Grogression, there is also a greater caGacity to observe 
one`s motivations across different Geriods and in different actions. mJhy do I do what I dokn 
Conscientious individuals are always looking for the root causes and reasons. They believe that 
the truth about themselves can be found. They are caGable of distinguishing feelings from 
aGGearance and are motivated to figure things out.  

Thus, the analysis of others and self5analysis become a favorite Gastime and challenge. 
)any tyGologies and theories about human behavior come out of this motivation to classify and 
understand other human beings. Conscientious folks, often cherish self5knowledge, and work on 
ePGanding it. They generally have Gositive self5regard based on their successes, ability to be the 
master of their shiGs, the sense of indeGendence and self5authorshiG that they have gained. As 
caGtains of their own self enterGrise, they are no longer as vulnerable to being acceGted or 
ePcluded as Conformists and Self5conscious adults. 

3ecause of the genuine interest into who others are and the concomitant need to share 
one`s ePGerience, interGersonal relationshiGs become intense and meaningful. Thus social 
contacts become increasingly diverse and rich. Others are aGGreciated for having different 
ePGertise as long as they don`t encroach uGon my beliefs. mJe agree to differn is a tyGical 
Conscientious5tyGe comGromise that keeGs the definite boundaries between us intact. Increased 
self5differentiation and Gersonal indeGendence does not, however, involve more egotistical and 
self5centered behavior. On the contrary, others can now be valued for who they are 
indeGendently of one`s own needs and wishes. One aoins any grouG or society as a contract in 
order to accomGlish certain goals, to fulfill agreements, and to actively Gartake in the well5ness 
and governing of the overall enterGrise. One`s loyalty is to a chosen belief system rather than to 
the individual GroGonents of them. ]nlike Conformists and Self5conscious GeoGle, Conscientious 
adults function well in different teams and contePts deGending on the task or Groblem to be 
tackled.  

Time is money and the medium to accomGlish things. Conscientious Gersons are Greoccu5
Gied with getting things done with resGonsibility, conscientiousness and ePGediency. They may 
have a driven quality to accomGlish something in this world or to imGrove the world versus the 
need of later stages to develoG oneself. The mood of the stage is earnest conviction, seriousness, 
idealism and enthusiasm usually oriented towards action. Conscientious Gersons change others` 
minds by convincing them with rational arguments and evidence rather than by Gutting them 
down. Their self5esteem deGends on achieving their own set goals and lesser on ePternal affir5
mation and aGGroval. The drive to succeed and achieve, can readily lead to over5ePtension and 
ePhaustion. 'imits are difficult to acknowledge for the Conscientious Gerson. "ngaged in their 
Groaects, they hardly slow down to look at the Gresent moment, to reflect uGon life as a whole.  

#iven their cognitive caGacity, Conscientious Gersons are in love with the hyGothetical, 
with theories at the esGoused level. They are convinced that society can be controlled and 
imGroved. They have the frame of mind where formal oGerations are at their Geak and  
rationality, Grogressivism, Gositivism and reductionism have their strongholds.  

/or Conscientious Gersons, rationality will triumGhu Thus they are interested in analysis 
Sana5lysis l breaking uGV. Truth can be found. One can come closer to it by consistently aGGlying 
the scientific method, by looking at things rationally, by continuously imGroving and refining 
one`s methods of inquiry and measuring tools. Jhile Self5conscious GeoGle tend to rely on 
authority or received knowledge to orient themselves Sa renowned ePGert, or book knowledgeV, 
Conscientious individuals can be skeGtical. Conscientious researchers are known for their 
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intellectual skepticism towards things that are not yet Groven. [owever, they do believe that the 
laws of the universe can be figured out eventually and Groven. 

ImGulse control/character formation, 
Societal values and morality are internalized if they fit self5evaluated standards and one`s 

Gersonality. Conscientious Gersons tend to be self5critical, even hyGercritical. They now may feel 
guilt for consequences of actions even when these were unintentional or unavoidable. They are 
self5reliant, conscientious, and efficient and GreoccuGied with attaining goals and ideals.  

InterGersonal style, Conscientious Gersons have a sense of resGonsibility and obligation 
towards others even while they Gursue their own agendas and ideas. They see themselves as 
indisGensable, contributing members of the larger community or society, yet seGarate and 
resGonsible for their own choices. They are conscious of the imGortance of communication and 
aGGreciate the mutual ePGression of differentiated feelings and ideas.  

Cognitive style, Conscientious Gersons can think in terms of formal oGerations and are 
beginning to aGGreciate conceGtual comGlePity as well as the nature of a closed system. They are 
aware of contingencies and GerceGtions of alternatives and begin to notice contradictions and 
inconsistencies both within themselves and in the belief systems they adhere to. They are 
concerned about consequences and Griorities and are Glanful about their actions, caGable of 
revision and assessment as well as reorienting towards new goals.  

Conscious GreoccuGations, Achievement of long term Gersonal goals as measured by 
inner standards is imGortant as are the attaining of one`s ideals and values. These are often the 
ones currently most salient in the cultural surround. Thus, the money motive and the focus on 
individual success of many Conscientious Gersons fit very well with the caGitalism and the 
western outlook on reality. Conscientious individuals are often also concerned with motivation 
and reasons for behavior. )any reflect on themselves and ePGress more differentiated feelings or 
contradictory traits. mI`m an oGtimistic Gessimist.n 

Internal dimension, Conscientious individuals are interested in feelings, moods, traits, 
and motivations. mJhy do I do thatk Jhat causes others to be what they are and to behave in 
certain wayskn [ow can I use my knowledge of them, to helG us achieve our goals. 

%ecision making, Jhen they take resGonsibility to do something about a recognized 
Groblem, Conscientious Gersons can move with conviction. They are concerned with how to get 
started. m[ow do you get GeoGle to helGk Jhat is the most efficient and effective strategy to get 
this aob donekn Conscientious Gersons are willing to take risks and to fail to a degree GeoGle at 
earlier stages cannot. 

Organizational style, Alliances are task5related or Groblem5oriented. [ow one relates 
deGends on the sGecific task or Groblem and one`s role in the grouG which changes in different 
settings. 

Chief defenses, Intellectualization, rationalization, suGGression Sbracketing outV of 
negative Gole and shadow side are the chief ways the Conscientious Gerson defends against 
doubt and criticism. m3etter to concentrate on the Gositive and on what can be done than to dwell 
on the Groblems and difficulties.n 3etter to say, I am sorry, than not to act when oGGortunity 
arises.n 

Character of deGression, Conscientious Gersons most often suffer deGression in the form 
of guilt for not having fulfilled their goals and ideals, for the loss of a sense of being able to 
accomGlish them, and the ongoing fear of loss of control and indeGendence. 
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/ear, )ore even than Self5conscious adults, Conscientious Gersons fear the Conformist 
frame of mind with its deGendency and submission. 3lind obedience and uncritical absorGtion of 
ideas is seen as mbad5me.n Conscientious Gersons must make sure they are not Gulled back, 
unconsciously subsumed in someone else`s goals. /ear of loss of new Grogress, control and 
seGarateness are overcome with action and relentless forward moving. 

Counseling style, 'ike Self5conscious individuals, Conscientious Gersons tend to ask lots 
of questions. [owever, they also ask questions like m[ow is itk Jhat does it feel likekn There 
have a greater ability to listen to others` ePGerience and Glay5back SrestateV ePGressions without 
adding their own interGretation. 

'anguage clues, Conscientious Gersons recognize and ePGress conceGtual comGlePity and 
ePGlicitly refer to causal relationshiG, consequences and Griorities. Je find many terms related to 
time Sefficiency, Glanning, goals, futureV as well as imGlicit references to laGse of time Snow, 
used to, when I was a childq is growingV. Conscientious Gersons begin to describe themselves as 
comGleP Gsychological beings using differentiated Gsychological vocabulary. In SCT Grotocols 
one begins to be able to get a sense of the unique individual. mIn statements  are revealing, not 
clichv, and often contain some elements of contrast, self5criticism s ownershiG of resGonsibility. 

The maaor limit of the conventional mind set is its acceGtance of facts and the ePternal 
world as real and its blindness to the constructed nature of beliefs, esGecially the grand myth of 
conventional science. Although comGleP scientific analysis is aGGlied, the underlying assumG5
tions of any system are rarely questioned or made ePGlicit. "sGecially at this stage, knowledge, 
measurement and Grediction are taken for granted as means to control nature, self and society. 
This attitude changes dramatically with Gostconventional develoGment.  

THE POSTCONVENTIONAL STAGES 

a) The General Systems Stages8 

At the first Gostconventional level adults come to realize that the meaning of things 
deGends on one`s relative Gosition in regard to them, that is, on one`s Gersonal GersGective and 
interGretation of them. Although the obaects themselves are seen as Germanent, their meaning is 
seen as constructed. m&ariables are now seen as interdeGendent, causality ePGerienced as cyclical 
and boundaries of obaects as oGen and flePiblen S_oGlowitz, 1TO4V deGending on one`s definition 
of what is to be considered within a system or outside. This view of reality is called the systems 
view because it allows individuals to look and comGare systems of thought or organizations with 
distance. A main concern of Gostconventional adults is to lay bare underlying assumGtions and 
frameworks. The Individualist stage 4/U reGresents systematic oGerations in Commons` #eneral 
Stage )odel. The Autonomous stage U ePGands cognition to metasystematic oGerations as 
GeoGle at that stage are now able to integrate different frameworks of the self into a coherent new 
theory of who they are, that is, into a comGleP, coherent self5identity. 

The Individualistic Stage 4/5: 

The Individualist stage or Stage 4/U describes what a Gerson can mseen with a fourth Gerson 
GersGective. PeoGle now realize that things are not necessarily what they seemed at earlier stages 
because the interGretation of reality always deGends on the Gosition of the observer. Thus the 
idea of the GarticiGant observer, the observer who influences what he observes, is now becoming 
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a conscious GreoccuGation. One can never be as totally detached and mobaectiven as the 
rational/scientific outlook of  the Conscientious stage would have it.  

The same obaect/event can have different meanings for different observers, for the same 
observer in different contePts or at different times. Individuals become interested in watching 
themselves trying to make sense of themselves. This constitutes an imGortant change in thought 
mode. Individualists abandon Gurely rational analysis in favor of a more holistic, organismic 
aGGroach in which feelings and contePt are taken into account and the Grocess becomes as 
intriguing as the Groduct or outcome. Individualists also favor more relativistic or Gsycho5logical 
aGGroaches over merely logical ones. The need to ePGlain everything is gone, and head triGs are 
less aGGealing.  

Individualists distrust conventional wisdom and the hyGer5rational tenets of the 
Conscientious stage. They need to distance themselves from all that went before. In this case, 
one must reevaluate the self5adoGted, yet sanctioned role identities of society and redefine 
oneself uniquely and indeGendently of them based on one`s own ePGerience and conclusions. 
Jhen one fully realizes that most Grior meaning making was socially and culturally conditioned, 
scientific certainty and the audgmental frame of mind break down. )oreover, Individualists learn 
to consciously scrutinize their beliefs in order to test their assumGtions or to relish the novel 
mental freedom such a maneuver allows.  
 
Individualist or Pluralist Stage 4/5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4th person perspective: 
Standing outside the system 
Since one`s old identities are no longer acceGted without questioning, Individualists are 

GreoccuGied with a desire for unique Gersonal accomGlishments indeGendent of any socially 
aGGroved roles or tasks. They often withdraw to some degree from ePternal affairs or the daily 
workings of their comGanies. Instead, they turn inward in search of their unique gifts or Gursuing 
their own burning questions. 'eft room to be themselves, they can often Grovide creative inGut to 
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the workGlace, novel ways of looking at Groblems or insGire others with their enthusiasm in 
Gursuing their interests and questions. 

Jith the 4th Gerson GersGective, individuals realize that things are rarely what they seem. 
ParadoPes Srather than contradictionsV do ePist. Thus, Pluralists may come to enaoy GaradoPes 
and contradictions and no longer try to ePGlain them away. mTo heck with itu "verything is 
relative.n 'inear, intellectual logic gives way to a more holistic understanding of things. One can 
have one`s eyes oGened 5w image5ination. Seeing sometimes is believing. There is no need to 
Grove everything in order to live by it. Individualists have a new, non5hostile tyGe of humor that 
is often directed towards the self. It is based on an the beginning sense of the futility of framing 
things in terms of right and wrong, Grovable or disGrovable.  

1ather than trying to analyze everything, Individualists want to enaoy the subaective 
ePGerience. It is all that can be trusted. Thus, there is a maaor shift from the Conscientious 
Gerson`s Greference for mdoingn to focusing on mbeing and feeling.n Instead of marching into the 
future, individualists become now5oriented. They begin to notice how feelings affect the body 
and vice versa and how feelings are diffused throughout the body. There is a new sense of 
body/mind connection. Therefore, the shift from conventional to Gostconventional stages also 
reflects a shift from a more intellectual to a more organismic or embodied awareness.  

Jilber and SGiral %ynamics emGhasize almost ePclusively the communal asGects of this 
stage Scalled #reenV which Garallels the Individualist stage in mental comGlePity and self5
differentiation. Indeed, Individualists do not want to imGose their interGretations on others. They 
seek instead to resGect and understand them. Individual differences are celebrated, and Gaid 
attention to in a way that Achievers cannot understand. Jhen grouGs of Individualists get 
together, they may make room for everybody to ePGress their voices and oGinions. This 
tendency, however, can be driven to an ePtreme, and radical Gostmodernism is the result or what 
Jilber calls m3oomeritis.n In the worst case, Gostmodern individualists claim with absolute 
certainty that there is no Gosition from which to audge anything. They do not recognize the 
inherent self5contradiction in this stance which values or Grivileges this idea over all others, 
which of course is a form of audgment and hierarchical ordering of value. )uch diversity 
training focuses so much on the differences that the bonds of common humanity get overlooked 
in the Grocess. In organizations or teams where everybody`s oGinion is equally valued, meetings 
can run on forever and little is resolved, yet GeoGle may feel heard and acknowledged. This more 
egalitarian ePGerience is an imGortant steG towards further differentiation. Although it is difficult  
Self5conscious, and Conscientious GeoGle to tolerate, Individualists with this concern, GreGare 
the way for an even deeGer aGGreciation s tolerance of difference, one that allows for difference 
as well as similarity. 

Je have found in our data that Individualists may or may not have a communal bend. 
Some turn towards their own meaning making and ePGloring their own minds and are less 
concerned with diversity issues. "ither way, they do recognize the relativity of all Gositions. 
Individualists are therefore less aGt to audge others and indeed may sometimes aGGear almost 
mamoraln in their caGacity to let others be what they are and do what they want.  

Individualists often reGlace the focus on causality SGastV and goals SfutureV of the 
Conscientious Gerson with a fascination with the immediate Gresent. They need to understand 
and watch how things unfold. Their focus turns from outcomes and deliverables to an interest in  
the Grocesses, relationshiGs and non5linear influences among variables. Individualists watch how 
they themselves and other GeoGle change and behave differently in different contePts. There is an 
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ePistential sense of how each moment differs from the nePt and therefore the Gresent is newly 
infused with salience and Goignancy. 

Individualists may become confused by internal contradictions and describe themselves as 
having many Gersonalities or voices which cannot be readily synthesized into a coherent Gicture. 
mSometimes I act, feel, think one way, other times in another. There is struggle within myself, 
different voices comGeting for attention. And all seem real and imGortant Garts of me. Pluralists 
may talk about their minner tribe.n Jho am Ik Jhat is going onkn Thus, the Grevalent anPiety is 
around integrating different Garts of oneself. mI can be both my old rational self, and a new, 
different kind of Gersonq I am afraid I am two or more Gersonalities instead of one. I feel 
confused, sGlit, ambivalent.n %eGression in Individualists often centers around these inner 
conflicts and desGair about ever finding one`s true self. 3ecause Individualists ePGlore their 
feelings and motivations, they also begin to become aware of how easily one can fool oneself. 
The Gossibility of defensive self5deceGtion and culturally5biased distortion are now starting to be 
ePGerienced as ever5Gresent dangers.  

On the other hand, the very heightened caGacity to contact the self and to introsGect leads 
to a greater caGacity to emGathize with others and to tolerate different ideas, behaviors and 
reactions. Stage 4/U individuals are often admired by others, esGecially by other Gostconventional 
Gersons, for their unconcerned, energetic self5ePGression, their sGontaneity, and their ability to 
live a life according to their own unique style free from restrictive conventions. 3ut they may 
also be feared as unGredictable or dismissed as dreamers and non5doers, esGecially in an 
Strive/%rive environment. Their relationshiGs with others are intense and mutually rewarding 
when there is synergy and choice. Jhen they have to manage others as Gart of a aob, they can be 
autocratic or idiosyncratic to such a degree, that others find them mimGossible to nail downn or 
maloof and unaGGroachable.n  

'anguage clues, SyntaP contains contingencies, non5banal qualifications, several 
contrasting ideas. mAndn is starting to reGlace morn or mbut.n m"ven though, desGite etc.n signal 
cognitive comGlePity. The writings contain vivid Gersonal information Soften with ePclamation 
marksV and more nuanced Gsychological vocabulary. The verbal reaection of mshouldn5clichvs in 
SCT sentence stems such as ,m[ow can I generalizekn indicates beginning awareness of cultural 
conditioning.  

The Autonomous Stage 5: (Strategist) 

The Autonomous stage reGresents an enlarged fourth Gerson GersGective which Glaces the 
individual`s ePGerience into the contePt of Garticular worldviews and within the totality of a 
Gerson`s lifetime. Jith the ePGanded time frame and wider social networks, Autonomous 
Gersons can Gerceive systemic Gatterns or long5term trends and are often valued for that 
mstrategicn caGacity. Cognitively they have a general systems view of reality, that is, they can 
comGrehend multiGle interconnected systems of relationshiGs and Grocesses. 

Autonomous Gersons realize that they may notice different conflicting asGects or Golarities 
in themselves at different times and in different contePt, but 55 unlike Individualists, who may 
desGair about ever knowing who they really are 55 Autonomous Gersons are caGable of mowningn 
and integrating many disGarate Garts of themselves. This includes integrating Greviously 
comGartmentalized sub5identities. The crucial new caGacity is to realize one`s Gower to generate 
meaning and to tell a new story. This is Gossible now Grecisely because one understands that 
meaning is an interGretation we bring to ePGerience. Je all tell stories about what is haGGening 
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all the time. Autonomous Gersons consciously commit to actively create a meaningful life for 
themselves and for others through self-determination and self-actualization within constantly 
shifting contePts. They Gosses a relatively strong, autonomous self that is both differentiated and 
well integrated. This includes the caGacity to see and acceGt GaradoP and tolerate ambiguity. 

 
The Autonomous Stage 5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Expanded 4th person perspective, 
Self in embedded in history and multiGle 
cultural contePts. 

 
 
Autonomous Gersons become fine5tuned to their own Gsychological well5being. Theirs is a 

different emotional tone than that of Individualists, much less cynical and distrusting. 1elativism 
changes into Gersonal commitment and resGonsibility for creating one`s own meaning. Persons at 
this stage are attuned to their inner workings. They are now caGable of rediscovering and owning 
Garts of the self which have Greviously been disowned, because they seemed too confusing or too 
threatening. The shadow side of the self can be acknowledged to a greater degree and therefore a 
new integration and wholeness is Gossible. Although they ePGerience role conflicts and 
dilemmas strongly, they recognize that these are inevitable and that ambivalent feelings are 
natural. ]nlike those at even later stages, Autonomous Gersons try very hard to keeG their act 
together and to come across as reasonable and mature. They feel themselves resGonsible for 
being able to orchestrate among conflicting needs and different subidentities and generally 
aGGear balanced.  

"ven more than at the Individualist stage, ePGeriences are acceGted for their immediate 
qualities. %istressing emotions become more tolerable, they can be acknowledged within oneself 
and shared with others. Autonomous Gersons have access to a logical system which can integrate 
Gsycho5logically GaradoPical elements, therefore less energy needs to be sGent on mdefending.n 
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This in turn, allows them to be more tolerant and spontaneous than adults at conventional 
stages. Self and others are acceGted as comGleP human beings with both good and bad traits. 
"Pchange with others makes it Gossible to get in touch with  asGects of the self  or of one`s 
behavior one would otherwise tend to overlook. #ood feedback makes one aware of what one is 
defending or blind to. One needs the caring Gresence of others to become the most one can be. 
Thus, others are vital to one`s well5being because only through a dynamic and intimate ePchange 
with them can one gain deeGer self5knowledge and wisdom. )utual interdeGendence with other 
human beings is inevitable and ePGerienced with awe and an awareness of one`s resGonsibility 
towards them. Autonomous Gersons can sometimes ePGerience non5Gossessive love Sor being 
loveV because of this Grofound aGGreciation of other GeoGle as mirrors of themselves.  

The greatest fear of Autonomous Gersons is to feel that they have not fulfilled their 
Gotential, or to have failed to observe those universal GrinciGles they value deeGly Saustice, 
tolerance, dignity of all GeoGleV. %eGression is often based on loss of courage, loss of self5agency 
and guilt for not having fulfilled one`s unique human Gromise. Jhen using defenses, healthy 
Autonomous Gersons use mostly mature ones, suGGression, altruism, humor, anticiGation. Jhen 
they use less mature defenses, they are able to forgive themselves and move on. m1ight now I 
need to be like this, but I intend to act more maturely again when aGGroGriate.n 

Inner Grocesses are comGleP and demanding to observe. As much as Autonomous Gersons 
need others, they also need Grivacy, time for self5reflection. The self is ePGerienced as unfolding 
and constantly reaGGraised. Jatching this munfoldingn of things is one of the main satisfactions 
at this stage. One`s Grecious life work consists in trying mto become the most one can be.” 
Personal growth, self5actualization and self5fulfillment are chief desires at this stage. Others are 
seem as the actors in their life dramas, which are equally fascinating to Autonomous Gersons. 
Janting to helG others grow is one of the strongest motivators for Autonomous Gersons. 
Psychologists, coaches and consultants often inhabit this stage, as do effective ePecutives and 
leaders. Jhen this need to have others mbecome the most they can ben encounters resistance, 
Autonomous Gersons may feel imGatient with others` slow develoGment and frustrated with their 
munwillingnessn to grow desGite their efforts. This is likely the central flaw of this stage. 
Autonomous Gersons tend to be those most convinced that higher develoGment is better and 
should be fostered at all costs. [igher is believed to be better because the more differentiated and 
the more autonomous an individual becomes, the more one can claim that one has an obaective 
Snon5distortedV and realistic self5identity S_egan, 1TOZV. One can claim an authentic, truthful 
self. Authenticity, is therefore an imGortant value in the Autonomous value reGertoire.  

)any Autonomous Gersons see life as an oGen5ended aourney. They believe that there is no 
Gredetermined way to follow for all human beings. "ach individual has to find and create his/her 
own life style and is resGonsible for his or her self5fulfillment. Autonomous Gersons are 
interested in Gsychological questions and how to come to terms with inner conflict. ]nlike 
GeoGle at the conventional stages, seeking theraGy, advice, or consulting from others, is not seen 
as a weakness, but seen as a necessity. Autonomous Gersons have faith in their own and other 
GeoGle`s caGacity to make meaning out of messes and difficulties. They can construe their own 
Gersonal meaning without having to imGose it on all others. They may also invite others` 
solutions to conflict and resGect their needs for autonomy. Sometimes Autonomous Gersons find 
the work to make a living and other ordinary constraints of life stultifying. They would Grefer to 
enaoy their Gassions on their own terms. If leading an organization to greatness is one of those 
Gassions, it may be a fortuitous match. 
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Autonomous Gersons may genuinely feel principled anger and righteous indignation 
towards the inaustices of the world. They will stand uG against society to ePGress their Gersonal 
convictions or to uGhold their GrinciGles. Their anger does not usually seek a victim. They live 
their Gersonal conviction according to self5evaluated, internal standards. mTo walk the talkn 
becomes an ePGression of one`s moral character and authenticity. Irreconcilable role conflicts are 
felt deeGly. Some Autonomous Gersons become charismatic moral leaders. Jhen they defend 
what they believe to be a worthy cause, they often disregard negative consequences for 
themselves. 3ut they may also be overly forceful with their convictions esGecially when they are 
fueled by GrinciGled anger. The combination of charisma and moral conviction can be a Gowerful 
negative force if not keGt in check. 

The greater awareness of their inner deGth also allows Autonomous Gersons to use dreams, 
fantasy, and imagination much more freely than Gersons at earlier stages. Their thoughts are 
allowed to take off and creativity is released. Their imagination is no longer constrained by logic 
and convention. Thinking outside the boP is how one addresses issues. 3ecause Autonomous 
Gersons are aware of human frailty as Gart of the human condition, they often ePGress ePistential 
humor and their irony has a lighter touch than before.  

ImGulse control, character develoGment, Self5evaluated, internalized standards. 3ehavior 
becomes an ePGression of one`s moral GrinciGles. Toleration of multiGle Goints of view. Concern 
with conflicting roles, duties, GrinciGles. 

InterGersonal style, One takes resGonsibility for relationshiGs, but also desires autonomy. 
1elationshiGs seen in terms of inevitable mutual interdeGendence. Toleration of others` solutions 
to conflict. 1esGect for others` autonomy. Non5hostile, ePistential humor.  

Cognitive level, time frame and social contePt again ePGanded. CaGacity to see and 
embrace some GaradoP and contradiction. Toleration of ambiguity. 3road scoGe of thought. 
PerceGtion of self as regulator of a self5system with interdeGendent Garts within a larger by 
contePt.  

Conscious GreoccuGation, Concerned with individuality and self5fulfillment. Interested in 
the Gsychology of self. Coming to terms with conflicting needs.  

Chief anPiety, not to fulfill one`s Gotentiality, to neglect those GrinciGles of austice, 
tolerance etc. one holds dear, loss of courage. ImGatience with others` slow develoGment, and 
munwillingnessn to grow.  

Internal dimension, One tries to make sense of oneself in terms of inner conflict and 
mGolaritiesn. One tries to integrate into a coherent whole what one sees as one`s different selves 
at different times in different circumstances.  

%efenses, )ostly mature ones, suGGression, altruism, humor, anticiGation. Jhen using less 
mature defenses, one can be forgiving and understanding towards self. m1ight now I need to be 
like this, but I will be able to act more maturely again latern.  

1eGresentatives, charismatic individuals who are ready for Gersonal sacrifice in order to 
defend through Gersonal ePamGle the moral GrinciGles they believe in.  

'anguage clues, Autonomous Gersons use a comGleP, flePible syntaPq with a wide array of 
toGics and concerns. They try to do austice to the comGlePity of life in their verbal ePGressions. 
They try to Gresent a coherent ePGosition of their thinking and themselves. They use 
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differentiated Gsychological vocabulary and understand circular causality in human relations. 
mIdentity, growth, higher GrinciGles, self5fulfillmentn are favorite terms and toGics.  

b) The Unitive Stages or Stages 
These two stages reGlace the vague Integrated stage of xane 'oevinger.  
At the second level of Gostconventional stages SConstruct5aware and ]nitiveV T GeoGle 

come to realize that all obaects are human5made constructs, including such abstract constructs as 
the ego, three5dimensional sGace and time. All are based on layers uGon layers of symbolic 
abstraction. "ven such an everyday conceGt as ma chairn is an enormous simGlification. No two 
GeoGle`s mental Gicture of a chair is alike and no two chairs in the world are identical. And yet 
we all use the term mchairn and it works well for most GurGoses of communication. To become 
cognizant of the Gitfalls of the language habit as well as its tremendous gift to humanity, is a 
unique feature of the high5end ego stages. 

At the Grevious systems stage level, the conventional belief into a Germanent obaect world 
began to be deconstructed as interGretation and contePt5deGendence are recognized as crucial to 
any knowledge endeavor. At this new level of differentiation, reality is now understood as the 
undifferentiated phenomenological continuum or chaos, the creative ground, mdas All,n or 
whatever other terms human beings have created to ePGress this awareness of an underlying 
unity. To deal with the fundamental assumGtions about human nature and one`s need to make 
order out of the chaos is one of the main ePistential concerns of men and women at these two 
highest stages of ego develoGment. The final stages in the "go %eveloGment Theory reGresent   
cross5Garadigmatic and transrational oGerations as only the creation of a new way of knowing 
can hierarchically suGersede and integrate all Grevious knowledge and eGistemologies. 

The Construct-Aware Stage 5/6 
Construct5aware individuals are GeoGle who have become aware of the Gattern of 

develoGment that encomGasses an ever broader realm of ePGerience and thought. They realize 
that the megon has functioned both as a central Grocessing unit for all stimuli and as a central 
Goint of reference and self5identity. Once they realize this fundamental ego-centricity, it is felt as 
a constraint to further growth and understanding. Construct5aware GeoGle start to wonder about 
the meaningfulness of more and more comGleP thought structures and integrations such as can be 
imagined with a fifth or nth Gerson GersGective. They start to realize the absurdity or automatic 
limits of human maG making in the reGresentational domain. 

]nlike earlier stages, Construct5aware Gersons are aware of the ego`s clever and vigilant 
machinations at self5Greservation. This is the first time in develoGment that the ego becomes 
transGarent to itself . /inal knowledge about the self or anything else is seen as illusive and 
unattainable through effort and reason because all conscious thought, all cognition is recognized 
as constructed and, therefore, sGlit off from the underlying, cohesive, non5dual truth.  

3y turning further inward, Construct5aware Gersons start to see through their own 
attemGts at meaning making, and become aware of the Grofound sGlits and GaradoPes inherent in 
rational thought. In many ways, they individually rediscover the _orzybski`s notion S1T4OV that 
mthe maG is not the territory.n The linguistic Grocess of sGlitting into Golar oGGosites and the 
attending value audgments can become conscious. #ood and evil, life and death, beauty and 
ugliness may now aGGear as two sides of the same coin, as mutually necessitating and defining 
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each other. )oreover, the constant audging of what is good and what is not creates much of the 
tension and unhaGGiness so Grevalent in ordinary waking consciousness. Construct5aware 
individuals generally have a dynamic and multi5faceted understanding of human nature and the 
comGlePities of human interaction. They want to face their own Grofound need for theories and 
ePGlanations. They hoGe to unearth the limits of the rational mind, and to unlearn their 
automatic, conditioned resGonses based on memory and continuous, everyday cultural 
reinforcement. 

Construct-aware Stage 5/6 (Alchemist) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The 5th person perspective etc.  
! nth Gerson GersGective 

 
Construct5aware individuals start to Gay attention to their emotional and rational 

Grocessing behavior. They Gay attention to the automatic audgment habit as well as the habits of 
mind such as our endless analyzing and reflecting in order to create ever more accurate theories 
of life and nature. All of these endeavors are understood as Gartial defenses against knowing the 
imGermanence of the embodied self. Thus, at the Construct5aware stage not aust cultural 
conditioning is seen through, but the Gredicament of living in language. 

Jhen GeoGle see through the filter of the symbolic construction and maGGing of reality, 
their disGosition towards the language habit can change Grofoundly. In general, Construct5aware 
GeoGle try to remain aware of the Gseudo5reality created by words. They realize that the Gursuit 
of obaective self5identification and rational, obaective ePGlanations of the universe are futile55
artifacts of our need to make Germanent and substantive that which is in fluP and immaterial. To 
reiterate a crucial Goint, the language habit works to suGGort the ego`s suGremacy whenever we 
make meaning through reGresentations regardless of the sGecific tongue, Gower base, or cultural 
or Gersonal contePt. At the same time, Construct5aware adults aGGreciate the vital function 
language Glays in human affairs, in social interaction and develoGment.  

4 

nth p.p.

5th p.p.

3 

1 2 

 

Realm, 3eyond own culture 
Time frame, beyond own lifetimeq 

global5historical GersGective 
Cognition, 6a, unitive conceGts 

Gerceivedq cross5Garadigmatic 
Preoccupation, inner conflict 

around ePistential GaradoPes and 
intrinsic Groblems of language 
and meaning making.  

Positive equilibration, AcceGtance 
of tension and GaradoP, 
committed to service of self and 
othersq humility in face of task 

Truth, No matter what level of 
abstraction and what level of 
cognitive insight one gains, one is 
always seGarated from the 
underlying nondual reality 
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As the Grocess of self5awareness deeGens and reasoning becomes further differentiated 
for Construct5aware individuals, access to intuition, bodily states, feelings, dreams, archetyGal 
and other transGersonal material increases. )ore than that, these sources of knowledge can 
become as imGortant as rational deliberation for making sense of ePGerience and for finding 
meaning in life. Indeed, the caGacity to draw from and aGGreciate insights from non5rational 
sources of information increases throughout Gostconventional develoGment.  

)ost imGortantly, the more regular Gractice of turning inward and observing one`s own 
mental Grocesses also often leads to the sGontaneous ePGerience of a direct mode of being in 
which knower and known momentarily merge, and the Gersonal self5sense disaGGears. These 
states are variously called Geak moments, flow states, or bliss ePGeriences. )aslow S1T71V and 
Czikszentmihalyi S1TT0V give ePcellent Grofiles of the nature and consistently Gositive qualities 
of these states. I am not saying here that all contact with the numinous is blissful, only that flow 
states tend to be so, and thus, beckon the traveler to yearn for more such ePGeriences. The 
Grocess of dismantling the vestiges of the conditional self can also be harrowing as described in 
alternative states of consciousness entered through other means such as drugs or devoted 
meditation Gractices. 

Construct5aware individuals reGort more often than GeoGle at earlier stages that they are 
watching or witnessing the Garades of thoughts and feelings come and go without trying to direct 
them. Thus, they ePGerience moments of freedom from the ego`s constant efforts at control and 
self5affirmation. \et, such ePGeriences are short5lived. As soon as one evaluates and audges Geak 
ePGeriences, the magic is broken.  

Je are naturally reluctant to relinquish our familiar mode of functioning. Je do not want 
to give uG the illusion of our enduring seGarate identity, which we so laboriously learned to 
define, cultivate, and rely on for most of our conscious lives. "ven if we understand that letting 
go of our attachment to the known will bring freedom from familiar kinds of suffering, attemGts 
at doing so are ineffective and often lead to intractable GaradoPes. The more one becomes 
attached to the idea of non5attachment, the more firmly one remains fettered. The more one is 
conscious and Groud of one`s Gsychic Gowers and ego5transcending quest, the more clearly one`s 
ego is still enthroned. TrungGa S1TO7V in Cutting Through Spiritual Materialism has GerhaGs given the 
most cogent analyses of how the ego can usurG transGersonal eGisodes for its own glorification.  

It is a fact of life as a Construct5aware Gerson that there are few other GeoGle like them. 
They may fear that almost nobody understands them in their comGlePity and symGathizes with 
their ePGerience, and fearing this, they feel culGable of hubris, of feeling mbettern than others. 
They also observe their own self5attachment and their need for a Germanent self5identity by 
means of ever bigger self5theories. On the other hand, they truly aGGreciate others` need to make 
sense of their lives within their own means. They therefore have a much deeGer toleration for 
others` solution to life`s conditions without being blind to the Gossible shortcomings and 
limitations of such solutions. Sometimes Construct5aware folks ePGress a sense of envy at the 
simGlicity of earlier Geriods because their own world is ePGerienced as so comGleP. [owever, 
given their ego maturity, most are caGable of arriving at a dynamic and hoGeful balance within 
these fundamental conflicts, They fulfill their Gerceived or chosen destiny indeGendently and 
courageously in full realization of their basic desGair and aloneness. Jhen they cannot integrate 
this awareness, their deGression is about man`s essential aloneness and inability to create lasting 
meaning through the rational enterGrise.  
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Construct5aware individuals are at the first stage that looks at all ePGerience fully in 
terms of change and evolution. They are thus even more sensitive than Autonomous Gersons and 
caGable of understanding others in develoGmental terms. If they have chosen to work in Gublic, 
they usually have suGerbly fine5tuned interGersonal skills and insight into others` comGleP and 
dynamic Gersonalities and the sGace between GeoGle. They can listen and be with others in an 
emGathic manner and they can give transformational, non5distorted feedback.  

Construct5aware individuals have access to their own Gast ways of meaning making in a 
much deeGer way than earlier stages. This allows them to effectively tailor their interactions to 
the reciGient. Thus, Construct5aware individuals may have access to influencing Self5Grotective 
Gersons by dealing with them on their own level, unilaterally asserting their suGerior insight via 
might. As consultants and mentors, they can oGtimally adaust their style to clients` needs, letting 
them find their own way within their own means through emGathetic listening, challenging ideas 
at the best moments, helGing them reframe their ePGerience, tell new stories, gain courage and 
ePGeriment with the boundaries of their current way of meaning making. As counselors they do 
not Gresume that they can fully understand the ePGerience of other GeoGle in their uniqueness 
while they feel an affinity with them on a human level. Construct5aware individuals often resent 
the self5imGortance and self5centeredness of the Grevious stage and its subtle need for self5
affirmation.  

Sometimes Construct5aware Gersons are least tolerant of the Autonomous stage and its 
fervent desire to helG others to become the most they can be. This desire for others to be 
different than they are reGresents what Construct5aware Gersons see as a basic flaw in 
themselves, namely, seeing oneself as the center or a valid measure of the world as well as not 
living in the Gresent. As highly differentiated individuals, some may be over5critical of 
themselves when they first become aware of their ego5attachment. Jith ePGerience of the 
Grocess of identification and letting go, they can become tolerant of themselves in their 
vacillating comGlePity. Construct5aware Gersons generally use mature defenses Ssublimation, 
non5hostile humor, bracketing outV as they become aware and insightful about their own foibles 
and defense styles. They may deliberately choose less mature behavior styles or tolerate their 
own raw resGonses when they occur sGontaneously. The conscious ePGerience of non5ordinary 
states of consciousness in Geak ePGeriences 55 where one looses track of self and time 55 helGs to 
Gut in GersGective the self`s temGtation for an ePaggerated sense of Gower and resGonsibility.  

Construct5aware individuals are caGable of Gerceiving the structure of their own thinking 
Grocesses, comGaring them to that of others and discovering the fundamental limitations of all 
rational thought and the limits of language. ]sually they come across as very bright, but often 
imGatient with their own cleverness as they see it as aust that. They are intrigued by the human 
need for meaning making and its all5Gervasive ePGression. They understand for the first time the 
underlying Grocess of how such meaning is constructed through the invention5construction of 
ever more comGleP theories which are based on the segmentation and reification of the 
underlying fluP of Ghenomena. Thus they are often GreoccuGied with the limits of rational 
thought and with learning how to live within the GaradoP of language.  

As leaders, Construct5aware GeoGle tend to build their own novel organizations or work 
alone doing what they Gerceive to be their best contribution to humanity. They like to take on the 
roles of catalysts or transformers, but readily leave when they feel their transformational work is 
done. They feel successful when they have made themselves disGensable, that is, if the 
organization itself has become transformative and self5organizing. 
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Conscious GreoccuGation, The limits of rational thought and language, and living in the 
tension of ePistential GaradoP. 

Counseling style, Ability to adaust style to client`s, mentoring, letting others find their own 
way within their own means through emGathetic listening, challenging ideas, helGing them 
reframe their ePGerience deGending on where they are in their develoGment. 

%eGression, %esGair about man`s essential aloneness and inability to create lasting 
meaning through the rational enterGrise. 

Chief anPiety, /earing that almost nobody understands them in their comGlePity and 
symGathizes with their ePGerience, and that fearing this, they are culGable of hubris. 

'anguage clues, The language of Construct5aware GeoGle is often comGleP, vivid, 
authentic and Glayful. It is more direct, sometimes rawer than that of Autonomous Gersons` 
because there is far less need to show one`s best side, to imGress as at Grevious stages. Construct5
aware GeoGle ePGress a vast matriP of toGics, concerns, questions, insights and commentary 
cleverly united into one comGleP sentence structure. 1esGonses that have a stream5of5
consciousness quality, or thought5in5Grogress mode belong here as do ePGressions of one`s 
attemGt to let go of conscious structuring. &ivid ePGressions about the constructed nature of 
reality occur at this stage as well as fundamental questions about meaning making as a defense, 
concern with issues of definition, and eGistemology. 

 
The Unitive stage 6 or The Ironist10 Stage: 
/rom the ancient wisdom literature to resent research in higher stages of consciousness 

there is evidence of many more stages beyond the rational, Gersonal realm or Gostconventional 
tier of meaning making Ssee table 1 for Jilber`s full5sGectrum model of consciousnessV. [ow 
many such stages ePists deGends on the literature consulted and the criteria by which stages are 
defined. The data from using a Sentence ComGletion Tests did not allow me to make any finer 
distinctions in the ego5transcendent realm. )y descriGtion of the ]nitive stage thus confounds 
several distinct higher levels of consciousness into one catch5all level. Still, the characteristics 
were carefully taken from actual utterances from individuals who did score at this highest stage 
of the SCTi measure. 

The ]nitive stage Gresents an entirely new way of Gerceiving human ePistence and 
consciousness. The Grevious way of viewing reality solely from the self`s GersGective and 
through the medium of language is transformed. The new Garadigm has a universal or cosmic 
perspective.  ]nitive individuals ePGerience themselves and others as Gart of ongoing humanity, 
embedded in the creative ground, fulfilling the destiny of evolution. The two sides of the 
Pascalian GaradoP are integrated, feelings of belongingness and feelings of one`s seGarateness 
and uniqueness are ePGerienced without undue tension as changing GerceGtions of many 
Gossibilities of being. At this level of integration, adults can look at themselves and at other 
beings in terms of the Gassing of ages, of near and far in geograGhical, social, cultural, historical, 
intellectual and develoGmental dimensions. They can take multiGle Goints of view and shift focus 
effortlessly among many states of awareness. They feel embedded in nature 5 birth, growth and 
death, aoy and Gain 5 are seen as natural occurrences, 5 Gatterns of change in the fluP of time. 

Consciousness or rational awareness is no longer Gerceived as a shackle, but as aust another 
Ghenomenon that assumes foreground or background status deGending on one`s momentary 
attention. Persons at the ]nitive stage can see a world in a grain of sand, that is, they can 
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Gerceive the concrete, limited, and temGoral asGects of an entity simultaneously with its eternal 
and symbolic meaning. 3ecause of this unitive ability S)aslow, 1T71, G. 111V they can cherish 
the humanness in the seemingly most undifferentiated beings and feel at one with them. They 
resGect the essence in others and therefore do not need them to be different than they are. It is 
imGortant to realize that from a unitive Goint of view higher stages are not better than lower ones 
because all are necessary Garts of interconnected reality and an overall evolutionary Grocess. 
]nitive thinkers also acceGt themselves mas isn in a non5controlling way. No matter how great 
their achievements may be, they are aware that these are only a droG in the Gool of ongoing 
human endeavors. Sensitive others are often struck by the humility and grace that they 
ePGerience in the Gresence of ]nitive individuals. 3eing down5to5earth SsimGlicity on the other 
side of comGlePityV can be one of the most salient differences between Gersonal and 
transGersonal ways of meaning making.  

 

The Unitive Stage 6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On the other hand, Individuals at this latest ego stage may be Gerceived as maloof,n as not 
enough engaged in the goals, Gursuits, concerns of common humanity esGecially from the 
GersGective of Self5conscious individuals and Conscientious Gersons, even Autonomous 
individuals may feel that way. Jhat is not evident to these critics is that ]nitive adults often act 
as catalysts in shaGing others` lives. In being what they are without ePcuses, they challenge 
others` GersGectives, and demonstrate a way of being human that is different from the evaluative, 
conventional ideas about what it means to be an adult. They manifest a deeGer security about 
being, than is Gossible with a rationally generated self5identity. In contrast to all other stages, 
]nitive individuals seems to have intense, non5demanding relationshiGs with GeoGle regardless 

Realm, universe 
!time/sGace continuum 

Time frame, eternity 
Cognition, ]nitive conceGts 
embraced 
Preoccupation, 3eing, non5
controlling consciousnessq 
witnessing of fluP of ePGerience 
and states of mind 
Positive equilibration, AcceGting, 
unassuming Gresenceq fully 
emGathetic, non5interfering ability 
to be with whatever is. 
Truth, immanentq ePGeriential 
truth of interconnectedness and 
nonseGarateness, ePistence as 
changing states of awareness 
within timeless sGirit. Multiperspectival; center no longer in 

the ego, but the higher Self 
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of their develoGment, age, gender, or any other identifications. 3ecause they see the dignity in all 
manifestations of life, they can make others feel worthy and whole. 

]nitive Gersons have a comGletely internalized transGersonal or interindividual morality. 
Inner conflicts and conflicting ePternal demands simGly are Gart of being and need not be 
resolved or denied, only witnessed. They are no longer driven by desires to be one way or 
another, to achieve one state or another. Instead they can let go of the unattainable. Concerned 
with global austice, sGontaneity, ePistence s creativity. 1ather than Gassivity, the non5attached, 
imGersonal stance allows for greater and more direct and Gowerful action where action is needed.  

1eality is now deeGly ePGerienced at times as the undifferentiated phenomenological 
continuum or the creative ground of unified consciousness. "very obaect, word, thought, feeling 
and sensation, every theory is understood as a human construct, seGarating out, creating 
boundaries where there are none. The quest for meaning and connection is an essential asGect of 
the human condition. Stage 6 individuals feel interconnected with others as all sentient beings 
struggle to survive and make sense of their ePistence. Persons at the ]nitive stage feel tolerance, 
comGassion and an affiliation with all manifestations of life. The simGlest flatworm is in some 
way as close to the truth as the most soGhisticated thinker. Peak ePGeriences no longer have an 
out5of5this5world quality, they have become a familiar way of being and ePGeriencing. The 
Gresent is where the Gast and the future interGenetrate. Total oGenness releases individuals to be 
in tune with truth and beauty, to have visionary ePGeriences, that is, to comGrehend things in a 
holistic, analog way in addition to aGGrehending them through the filter of the rational mind. 

]nitive Gerceivers can shift focus without effort and behold the whole simultaneously with 
its constituting variables. They oGerate within an ePGanded time frame which includes all of 
earth`s history and its future. 'ife is seen as a form of temGorary and sometimes voluntary 
seGaration S3odhisattva vowV from the creative ground to which it will eventually return. Though 
adults at the ]nitive stage are aware of themselves as  seGarate and unique embodiments, they 
also identify with all other living beings. The seGaration of self from others is ePGerienced as an 
illusion, an invention to safeguard the ego`s need for Germanence and self5 imGortance and to 
defend against the fear of its death. 

]nitive individuals therefore seem to transcend narrow ego5boundaries. They have oGen 
boundaries and are attuned to rather than GreoccuGied with whatever enters awareness. The term 
witnessing Srather than observingV can be used here to describe the caGacity of GeoGle at this 
stage to metabolize ePGerience without the conscious, willed focus and GreoccuGations of other 
adult stages. The Truth is imminent in the universe and can be aGGrehended in this ready, oGen5
Grocess stance, but it cannot be grasGed by Gurely rational means.  

]nitive adults have an integrated sense of unique identity as GarticiGants in the evolution of 
the cosmos. They are in tune with their Grecious mlife`s workn as a simultaneous ePGression of 
their unique selves and as Gart of one`s shared humanity. They also care about the fundamental 
dilemma of the human condition. They work for austice, fairness, and benevolence towards all. 
Though taking resGonsibility for meaning making,  they don`t Gerceive themselves to be the sole 
and lone masters of their souls as envisioned by Autonomous individuals and to some degree 
Construct5aware GeoGle. Jays of being are infinite. Clues for the variety of Gossibilities of being 
are offered by the study of human history, by our current ePGerience of human diversity and 
likely with new forms of being human evolving in the future, in nature, and in alternative, non5
waking states of consciousness. 'ife can aGGear as fulfilling a cosmic GurGose and therefore it is 
essentially simGle. %oing or thinking are aust modes of ePisting, but not intrinsically more 
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valuable than feeling, being or non5being. The last is Grobably the most difficult idea to grasG by 
most GeoGle who have not develoGed beyond the Gersonal realm. As a 3uddhist GerceGt says, 
]nderstanding is the ultimate illusion.  

To summarize, ]nitive adults are more likely to have a balanced, integrated sense of both 
their belongingness and seGarateness as individuals because they feel Gart of the ongoing 
evolution of the universe in all its asGects and cycles of creation, destruction, and recreation. 

'anguage clues, ]nitive individuals use a global array of toGics and concerns which are 
sometimes ePGressed within one resGonse. They have a vast mental sGace to roam in because of 
the unitive ability. _aleidoscoGic resGonses bridge different levels and tyGes of contrasts, 
concrete55Gracticalq theoretical55GhilosoGhicalq Gersonal55globalq serious55humorousq Ghysical55
Gsychologicali metaGhysical , mundane and sublime. ]nitive resGonses to the SCTi may have 
unique and vivid ePGressions, or creative metaGhors to ePGress the ordinary and non5ordinary 
ePGeriences. Occasionally one finds very simGle resGonses in an ]nitive SCT Grotocol. Although 
rated at face5value, this is not counter5indicative as sGontaneity and straightforward simGlicity is 
an essential element of wisdom and ego5transcendence. Jhile Construct5aware meaning makers 
have the most comGleP and richly differentiated view of reality in the Gersonal realm, ]nitive 
adults stand outside the mdesGeraten need for meaning making common to all earlier stages 
seeing as they do the non5necessity to shield and bolster the ego.  

Summary: Above I have outlined one Gossible Gath from the unconscious, undifferenti5
ated symbiosis of the newborn to the conscious ePGerience of embeddedness in the universe of 
mature adults, that is from Grerational to metarational and from Greverbal ignorance Sl not 
knowingV to beginning Gostsymbolic wisdom. )uch freedom is gained when GeoGle realize the 
essential inter5connectedness of all Ghenomena and the constructed asGects of boundaries, 
obaects, our self5identities and our stories about life and nature. )uch suffering is alleviated 
when the automatic habits of mind and heart are unlearned and uncouGled from memory Swhat 
wasV and desires Swhat ought to beV and reGlaced by mindful, non5evaluative attention to what is 
5 now. 
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